
From Our 2020 Palette
Garden Exotica

Moonstone

Grey paint colours typically pair well 
with almost any colour,  however some 
hues are more suited together than 
others. This has to do with undertones 
and shades, both of which will help 
inform your decision when picking a 
paint color or accessories.

Moonstone is a very light 
sophisticated grey. It is not warm (ie:- it 
has no yellow or red in it like Lourie) 
But it is not a cold blue grey either, 
Moonstone is a popular seller because 
it is a very balanced light grey.

Grey is the new beige and it's replacing 
off-white as the new go-to neutral. It 
has an endless versatility: Whether 
you're aiming for bright and crisp or 
warm and cozy, there's a gray that will 
accomplish the task.

A lecturer on colour picked a student in her audience and said: “Tell us what colour 
you think peace is?” The man answered “for me the colour of peace is grey.” This is 
interesting as one seldom equates peace to grey, but people do find grey soothing, so 
it is a point to consider.

Lighter tints of grey in essence are cathartic – when there is so much going on and there 
is a need to recalibrate this colour helps us stop for a while, and allows us to reboot!

Remember – at ANY Universal Paints outlet, we are ready to give you advice on your colour selection. 
We can mix up to 16 000 colours and our staff are fully trained to match any colour sample brought 
into our stores, or you can choose from our selection of thousands of colour swatches available in 

store. Colours mixed and matched while you wait.

Our 2020 colour 
palette, Garden Exotica, 
combines Moonstone 
with colours taken from 
nature, a variety of 
shades that blend 
beautifully with this 
balanced light grey.

Why not take inspiration 
from our Garden Exotica 
colour palette & add a 
splash of green to your 
room?
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